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For Both Sides in Gay—Rights
Battle, a Hectic Pace of

Triumphs and Defeats
Connecticut contended that the
David Crary
civil union billwould not have won
APByNational
Writer
approval in a popular referendum.
He predicted lawmakers of both
NEW
YORK
(AP)—
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and
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activists
are
tearful
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parties who supported it could face
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historic
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Associated
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ecutive director. "It‘s shameful that
became the first state to approve _ Brown‘s group was helping or—
the politicians who are so eager to
_ganize a rallyApr 24 at the state.
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_ Capitol
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However,
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estimated that 10,
tional amendment to ban gay mar— little respect for our state constitu—
day
the
Texas
House
—riage, which supporters touted as a tion that they are willing to ignore
voted
to barthenext
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day
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one
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state, is being challenged in court. text of the amendment was not pub—
defeated a major gay civil—rights
The American Civil Liberties lished six months before the Gen—
bill.

A gay couple attends a rallyin 2004in support ofsame—sex marriage. A landmark decision to allowsame—sex civil
unions in the state ofConnecticutdrewa mixedresponse from both sides in thepolitically heatednationaldebate
overgay marriage. (See story on page 6)
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— In Alabama, meanwhile, law—
makers considered a bill aimed at
keeping books tolerant of homo—
sexuality out of public schools. A
despondent lesbian activist,
Patricia Todd, told a House com—
mittee: "I feel you all hate us."
Gay—rights leaders and their op—
ponents tried to depict thecontrast—
ing events in a positive light.
"As in any civil rights move—
ment, it‘s often three steps forward:
and two steps back," said Joe
Solmonese of the Human Rights
Campaign, the largest national gay—
rights group. "Sometimes, we have
all of that movement in the context
of one week."
He was particularly encouraged
by the developments in Connecti—
cut, where Republican Gov. M.
Jodi Rell signed a civil union bill
that reached her desk with biparti—
san support.
The only other states to go as
far — Vermont with civil unions
and Massachusetts with full recog—
nition of same—sex marriage —
acted under court orders, enabling
opponents of gay rights to blame
"activist judges" for circumventing
the people‘s will. In Connecticut,
Solmonese said, "it was an organic
product of the legislative process."
However, Brian Brown of the
conservative Family Institute of

Lawsuit Challenging

Gay

Ban

sage left at his office.
The main objective of the law—
suit is to have a judge prevent the
measure from being placed on the
ballot in 2006. In order to become
part of the constitution, it would
have to win a number of votes
equal to the majority of ballots cast
in the governor‘s race.
Three Democratic representa—
tives — Tommie Brown of Chat—
eral Assembly election as required. tanooga and Beverly Marrero and
The text was published by the sec— Larry Turner, both of Memphis
retary of state on June 20, or four — joined the ACLU in the law—
—
months and 12 days before the suit.
"If you amend the constitution,
Nov. 2 election.
Resolution sponsor Rep. Bill you have to play by all the rules,"
Dunn, R—Knoxville, said "the pro— Turner said. "And I‘m here to
cedure was followed and the Sec— make sure that we do that."
So far, the legal tactics haven‘t
retary of State says it has been."
"Unfortunately, this group has gotten in the way of anti—gay mar—
decidedto go against the will of the riage amendments put in place in
Senate, where they lost; the will of 17 states in recent years — al—
the House, where they lost; the though one court in Louisiana
court of public opinion, where temporarily halted a constitu—
they‘ve lost; and now they‘re go— tional ban there until the state
ing to shop for some liberal judge Supreme Court stepped in earlier
this year.
who will overturn this," he said.
In almost every court challenge
Secretary of State Riley Darnell
did not immediately return a mes—
See ACLU on page 16

000 people might
attend.
"You‘re going to see a new po—
litical force in this state that‘s un—
like anything you‘ve seen before,"
he said.
f
%
Matt Foreman, executive direc—
Union of Tennessee announced
tor of the National Gay and Les—
Apr. 21 that it has filed a lawsuit in
bian Task Force, said the
Davidson County Chancery Court
Connecticut bill showed how
over the way lawmakers took up
quickly the debate over same—sex
the resolution, which was passed
marriage had evolved. _
overwhelmingly earlier this year
"Five years ago the concept of and sent to voters.
civil unions caused a virtual civil
The lawsuit charges that the
war in Vermont," he said, while in
state failed to meet notification re—
Connecticut it was an easy—to—ac—
quirements as outlined in the state
cept option for many politicians not © Constitution.
ready to endorse gay marriage.
. The Tennessee Equality Project
In contrast to Connecticut, some
(TEP) has joined the suit as a
activists were in tears at plaintiff.
Washington‘s Capitol in Olympia
_"The drafters of our state con—
on Apr. 21 as senators — by a 25—
stitution put in place very specific
24 vote — rejected a House—passed
safeguards to protect the constitu—
bill banning discrimination against
tion from being amended at the
gays andlesbians in housing, em—
whim of politicians," said Hedy
ployment and insurance. In three
decades of trying, it was the clos—
est the bill‘s supporters had come
Bush Draws Laughs When He Asks About
to victory.
"We have exposed bigotry and
prejudice," said Representative Ed Galveston‘s Splash Day — Now a Gay Event
Murray, an openly gay Democrat
from Seattle. "We didn‘t win to— |
GALVESTON, Texas (AP) — want to thank the mayor for be— backed off from it many years ago
day, but we will win."
President Bush drew laughs from ing here — Lyda Ann Thomas when it turned a little too wild,
Also dismaying to activists was
his audience Apr. 26 when he greeted me coming in. I said, ‘Do says Christy Benson of the |
approval by the Texas House of asked whether the Galveston area you still have Splash Day?"
Galveston Chamber of Com—
Representatives of a proposal to
still hosts "Splash Day."
The crowd laughed. "You have merce. It later became a party day
bar gays and lesbians from being
The annual beach party that to be a baby boomer to know what for gays and lesbians.
;
foster parents. No other state has
dates to the 1950s does live on — I‘m talking about," Bush said.
Drawing another round of
such a law in force.
but now as an unofficial gay and The crowd laughed again.
laughter, Bush said: "I‘m not say— _
"I don‘t think it is right for
lesbian event.
Splash Day once marked the ing whether I came or not on
See Triumph/Defeat on page 5

In town to speak about Social
Security, Bush told the crowd: "I

end of school and the beginning Splash Day. I‘m just saying, ‘Do
of summertime fun» The city — you have Splash Day?"
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the
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"We wantto give people a well—
rounded
view,"
said
Shortandqueer. "Transpeople are
full human beings."
Towards this end, some of the
shows will be followed by interac—
tive panel discussions. These ideas
are
not hew.
Tefry
and—
Shortandqueer have been contacted
by many people who have had
(TR) artists similar ideas in the past. But none
have a wide range of identities. of these people had been able to
Some have physically transitioned make their ideas realities.
from male to female or vice versa.
Terry and Shortandqueer are
Others view gender as a con— veteran organizers, having worked
tinuum, believing there are many together on a literature distribution
gender identities between man and project, Tomatoes Equal Love
woman, and place, themselves at Distro, and the nonprofit Denver
various points along that scale. Still Zine Library, as well as numerous
others have entirely rejected the — solo projects.
notion of gender roles.
When Terry first thought up
Their views on gender may
the Tranny Roadshow, named af—
vary, but all of them believe in the ter a slang term for transgender
importance of discussing gender,
people, his vision was small. "I
and all of them pursue that discus— just wanted to go on tour, and I
sion through art.
figured it would be more fun with
TR performances include dance,
a friend or two," said Terry.
film, comedy, hip—hop, poetry, rock
When he and Shortandqueer
music and more. The show is ac—
began looking for potential tour
companied by a visual art display,
partners, they were unprepared
with pieces ranging from photog—
for the level of response they re—
raphy to comic books. The show‘s
ceived. They broadcast an e—mail
organizers, Jamez Terry and Kelly
in December about their proposed
Shortandqueer, want to entertain
"tranny variety show," asking for
people, but they have other goals
performers as well as help with
as well.
setting up shows.
Shortandqueer says that the
Neither
Terry
nor
show is designed to educate people
Shortandqueer had ever tried to
about transgender lives and to in—
book a show, much less a two
crease visibility of their issues.
month tour. They were both over—

whelmed and thrilled with the

Free Estimates
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Stonewall

terested," Terry explains. It didn‘t
take long to realize they could
afford to be picky.

Hundreds of people have writ—

ten to express support. The sched—

ule is filling rapidly, and more
than two dozen performers are

listed on the TR website (along

«with a note that not all of them
will be at each show.)
The

performers

include

Katastrophe, a San Francisco rap—

per; Gina Kamentsky, a Boston
filmmaker and comic artist; The

New Minority, a Philadelphia

punk fusion band; Tha Novice, a
musician and breakdancer cur—

rently attending Yale University:;
and many others.

Terry and Shortandqueer will
also be performing. Both are no—
madic spoken word artists and
humorists. "I don‘t know what
made us think we could do this,"
said Terry, "but somehow we‘ve
pulled it off. It‘s going to be
amazing!"
More information, including a
tour schedule and biographical
information about all performers,
can be found on their Web site:
.org.
The Tranny Roadshow will
perform at the Media Co—op on
Fri., May 6, at 8 p.m. The Media

Tsarus Man of the Year
Dinner Scheduled
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Local Writer Announces New Media
Production Company
Local
onlinemagazineproducer
"I have always loved
film and
Nick
A.
Davis
announced
the
for—
commercials,"Davis
saidduringan
mation
ofA Starron2 theMoon Pro— house.
informal meeting at alocal coffee—
ductions.
Thecreatenewshort
production
company
"I Detour
have always
wanted
to ex—a
will
films,
online
vid—
pand
Memphis
and
have
eos,Davis
and other
media.
company
that canandproduce
videos,
is
the
founder
and
direc—
short
movies,
other
up
and
tor
of
Detour
Memphis
Online
coming
media
—
such
as
blogs,
Magazine (http://anwww.detour
Internet radio
memphis.com),
alternative
magazine
artist, writers, and
other creativefor people.
shows and live
webcasts.
Davis, 31, is a graphic artist by
trade. He holds a Bachelors Degree
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—

Memphis

think many people would be in—

St.

Cleaning, Pet Care, Light Errands & Shopping

to

"At first, we were saying yes

to almost everyone. We didn‘t

gational Church, 1000 S. Cooper

Bart Miller
Memphis, TN

Speaks

791 N. White Station Rd. — 683—9649
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1847 E. Brooks Rd. » 345—0825
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Bowers

volume of mail that came back.

Co—Op is located at First Congre—

B CLEAN
Residential & Sm. Business Qeamng Service

Kathryn

Advertising space donatedas a public service ofthe Triangle JournalNews

in Journalism and an Associates
degree in Computer Information
Systems. He was recently awarded
a $1,000 grant to document Afri—
can—American art in the Mid—South.
"The formation of A Starr on the
Moon Productions will not only
help my documentation project but —
will also provide services to others
in the community who wishes to
produce films and commercials,"
Davis said.
Davis is also director of several
other publications and avenues in—
cluding Detour Louisiana, (an
online magazine started in Febru—
ary 2005) providing state—wide art
coverage in Louisiana, Starr Pro—
ductions (an e—book publisher
started in 2001), and Nick A. Davis
Productions (started in 2000) the
parent company for all of Davis‘
ventures.
"Visit
http://www.detour:
memphis.com/nick and click on
‘Contacts," to submit your request
for movie, commercial, or video
production," Davis said.
Contact: Nick A. Davis Produc—
tions
(901)
323—2621
nickdavis@detourmemphis.com
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Appeals Court Tosses Same—sex

Three New Television

Benefits Case on Technicality

Networks Seeking Gay

By David Eggert
Associated Press Writer
LANSING, Mich. (AP) — The
state appeals court on Apr. 15
agreed with a lower court and dis—
missed a lawsuit challenging the
Ann Arbor school district‘s policy
of providing benefits to employees‘
gay partners.
Without addressing the legality
of offering domestic partner ben—
efits, the court said a Christian law
group representing 17 taxpayers
failed to follow a technical rule
before suing the district.
The Thomas More Law Center
had argued that a 1996 state law

defining marriage as being between
a man and a woman, along with
Proposal 2 — a constitutional
amendment passed by voters last
November that recognizes only a
union between a man and a woman
as a marriage "or similar union for
any purpose"— prevent the district
and other publicly funded entities
from providing health insurance
and retirement benefits to gay
couples in future contracts.
But a three—judge panel, in an
unanimous opinion released Apr.
15, ruled the taxpayers didn‘t do—
enough to first demand that the dis—
trict halt its domestic partner
policy. They had sent letters to

—

school board members asking them
to stop the illegal use of public
funds.
"Plaintiffs‘ letters are merely a
request that the alleged misappro—
priation stop; they are not a demand
for legal action," the court wrote.
In oral arguments, the school
district and a union representing
school employees had urged the
court to dismiss the case because
the plaintiffs failed to meet require—
ments for filing suit.
In a separate same—sex benefits
case, the American Civil Liberties
Union of Michigan and several gay
couples who work for govern—
ments, public universities and mu—
nicipalities are seeking a judgment
that Proposal 2 does not bar gov—
ernment employers from providing
benefits to same—sex partners and
their children.
The issue heated up when Re—
publican Attorney General Mike
Cox interpreted the amendment‘s
broad language to mean the city of
Kalamazoo, by designating gay
partners to receive the same health
and retirement benefits as married
spouses, gives domestic partner—
ships a marriage—like status.
He wrote in an opinion that Pro—
posal 2 prohibits the acknowledg—
ment of same—sex and unmarried
opposite—sex relationships. Cox
— said his opinion is binding, but the
issue ultimately will be decided by
the courts.

Get connectedover a memorable four—course fondue dinner.
Don‘t worry, there‘s plenty for everyone.

—or on holidays. Not validfor alcohol.
2828WolfCreek Parkway, Memphis, TN
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and Lesbian Audiences
executive threatened resignation if
Logo were launched in the
company‘s territory. She
NEW YORK (AP) — Three downplayed that in a subsequent
new TV networks catering to gay interview.
"While there may be some ini—
and lesbian viewers are trying to —
establish themselves and all say tial trepidation, once they really un—
they support one another — at least derstand what we‘re doing, the
breadth of the audience and the
publicly.
§
Competition breeds interest and breadth of the programming, they
shows doubters the business is vi— understand there is a great business
able, said Frank Olsen, president of opportunity," she said.
She said Logo will begin in 10
the Q Television Network. He once
applied the same theory when he million homes, a significant per—
owned four gay and lesbian bars centage of the roughly 45 million
homes with digital service. Logo
near each other in Seattle.
"I think there‘s room for all three isn‘t trying to reach analog homes.
Political trepidation is one of the
of us,"said Olsen, whose network is
the underdog of the trio. "We‘re dif— reasons Paul Colichman, Here‘s
ferent types of channels, just like you CEO, believes his business plan is
superior. Interested viewers can
have ABC, NBC and CBS."
Sure to be the most visible is subscribe to Here full—time, for an
MTV Networks‘ Logo, scheduled evening or for individual programs.
"Unless you want the channel,
to start as a basic cable network on
June 30. Q and Here are both pay ser— you don‘t receive it," he said.
Colichman claims ownership of
vices operating now and available to
the largest gay and lesbian film li—
a limited number of viewers.
The gay and lesbian community brary in the country, with such
has been underserved by the me— titles as The Crying Game, Long—
dia and these channels are long time Companion and Gods and
overdue, said Damon Romine, en— Monsters, which he produced. He
tertainment media director for the has original series on gay families,
Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against how gay couples met and a super—
« natural soap opera called Dante5
Defamation.
"There‘s definitely an audience Cove.
"Look at HBO and Showtime
out there that is hungry to see their
stories being told,"he said. "We‘ve and what they do and compare it
seen this with the tremendous suc— to a basic cable channel, and that‘s
cess of Queer as Folk and The L where you will see the difference
between Here and Logo," he said. .
Word."
Roughly 80 to 85 percent of
Logo has two original series that
will be ready this summer. One is homes with digital satellite or cable
Noah‘s Arc, about a black gay can order Here, he said.
But Browning noted there‘s a
screenwriter from California and
his friends, and the other is My big difference in visibility between
Fabulous Gay Wedding, a comic an advertiser—supported network
like Logo, which will be seen con—
makeover reality show.
Otherwise, Logo will rely tinually in millions of homes, and
heavily on movies and documen— a subscriber service whose audi—
taries until it is better established. ence is likely to only count in the
Logo has acquired the rights to thousands at any given time.
Q is aggressively marketing it—
films such as Angels in America
and Moulin Rouge, and has docu— self but, to date, is only available
mentaries about a gay rugby team in on the small RCN satellite service.
Olsen said it would be available in
Chicago and the gay rodeo circuit.
"It will be programmed to the 16 million homes by June. Olsen
sensitivity of a basic cable audi— concedes his rivals have shut him _
ence," said Nicole Browning, out of the market for many films.
It has a documentary series, In
president of MTV Networks‘ affili—
FoQus, which is preparing a trib—
ate sales and marketing unit.
Logo‘s ride to reality hasn‘t ex— ute to Elizabeth Taylor, and a
actly been smooth. It spent years morning talk show which recently
on parent company Viacom‘s back changed its name from Good
burner, and already has seen its Morning Gay America to Gay Day
starting date postponed from Feb— after representatives of ABC‘s
ruary. This year‘s delay was partly Good Morning America threatened
to get more programming in place legal action, he said.
When Viacom announced it was
but was also because it only had
agreements to be in 2 million to 3 going ahead with Logo, Olsen said
million of the nation‘s nearly 110 he started getting phone calls from
cable companies returned.
million television homes.
"Having a company like
Browning was quoted recently
as saying she had found some re— Viacom validate the niche auto—
sistance to the idea of a gay and matically made the concept of a
lesbian network in meetings with gay—oriented channel more viable,"
cable or satellite providers. One Colichman said.
By David Bauder
— AP Television Writer

Bill Clinton Says Anti—Hillary Fund—raiser

|

Triumph/
Defeat

by Gay Republican Shows Self—Loathing

Continued from page 1
By Karen Matthews
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Former
U.S. President Bill Clinton says it‘s
"sad" that a Republican political
consultant who married his male
partner is raising funds to defeat
Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton. But
an associate says there‘s nothing
wrong with being gay and Repub—
lican.
Clinton said Apr. 11 there might
be "some sort of self—loathing" for
Arthur Finkelstein, the longtime
Republican operative who helped
Gov. George Pataki unseat Demo—
crat Mario Cuomo in 1994.
Finkelstein told The New York
Times that he had married his part—
ner of 40 years in Massachusetts,
saying he believes "visitation
rights, health care benefits and
other human relationship contracts
that are taken for granted by all
married people should be available
to partners." The marriage took

place in December.
The national Republican Party
has taken an aggressive stance
against gay marriage, with Presi—
dent George W. Bush endorsing a
constitutional ban on same—sex
marriage.
Finkelstein is lining up donors
to help raise $10 million for a "Stop
Her Now" committee to defeat the
senator‘s 2006 re—election effort.
New York magazine first reported
Finkelstein‘s "Stop Her Now" plan
in February, and a Republican op—
erative speaking on condition of
anonymity confirmed the account
to The Associated Press at the time.
At a news conference about his
foundation‘s AIDS initiatives, the
former president was asked
whether the anti—Hillary efforts
made him angry.
"Actually, I was sort of sad
when I read it," Clinton said.
"I thought, one of two things.
Either this guy believes his party _
is not serious and is totally Machia—

vellian in its position, or you know,
as David Brock said in his great
book Blinded by the Right, there‘s
some sort of self—loathing or some—
thing. I was more sad for him."
In the book Clinton was refer—
ring to, the formerly conservative
Brock says that when he attacked
the left he was expressing his own
gay self—hatred.
Finkelstein did not return a call
seeking comment.
Kieran Mahoney, a Republican
consultant who has worked with
Finkelstein, said Clinton was "en—
gaging in pretty basic stereotyping"
by suggesting that because
somebody‘s gay they have to be a
Democrat."
Asked about his wife‘s possible
presidential ambitions, Clinton
said, "Whatever she wants to do
I‘ m for her, but we should deal with
the matters at hand," referring to
issues before Congress and her re—
election plans.

young children to be exposed to
this type of behavior when they are
young and innocent," said the
measure‘s sponsor, Representative
Robert Talton.
The measure‘s fate in the Texas
Senate is uncertain. National gay—
rights groups are mobilizing to seek
its defeat, warning that it could
cause many hundreds of foster chil—
dren to be removed from their
homes. _
"As a parent, I cannot even
imagine the horror of a knock at the
door and the state ripping our chil—
dren away from me and my

—

spouse," said Jennifer Crisler of the
Family Pride Coalition, a national
group advocating on behalf of gay
families.
No vote was taken on the Ala—
bama bill that prompted Patricia
Todd‘s remark about hate. The
measure, which may be voted on
soon, would prohibit schools from
spending public funds on books or
other materials that recognize or
promote homosexuality as an ac—
ceptable lifestyle.
"This is not about hate," said the
sponsor, Representative Gerald
Allen. "This is about our culture
being under attack."
Todd disagreed, telling the
House Education Committee: "We
are your brothers and sisters, your
aunts and uncles. We go to church
with you. And the message I get
from you is: ‘We hate you.""
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Parade Saturday June 11"
®
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2

Parade Step Off: 4:00 PM

Route: Cooper & Higbee then south to
Cooper & Walker
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7350 Raleigh Lagrange Rd
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New Connecticut Law Receives Mixed
By Susan Haigh
Associated Press Writer

ment I‘ ve ever heard of."
But not all activists agree.
Seth Kilbourn, marriage project
HARTFORD, Conn. (AP) — director for the Washington, D.C.—
Tony award winning actor and based Human Rights Campaign,
playwright Harvey Fierstein is out— said passage of the civil unions law
raged that his home state has de— is an important step for couples in
cided to recognize same—sex civil Connecticut and across the coun—
unions.
try. He believes it will lead to the
Fierstein, an outspoken gay legalization of gay marriage.
rights activist, said Apr. 21 that
Kilbourn hopes it also will en—
Connecticut has hurt the gay com— courage other legislatures take
munity by failing to grant them full similar action, at a time when some
marriage rights.
states are passing constitutional
"These people are traitors and amendments banning gay mar—
the people who pushed for civil riage. |
unions against marriages are trai—
"I think this is a very big deal,"
tors to the gay community as far as he said. "The legislature enacting
I‘m concerned," Fierstein said— a a civil union law is a very impor—
day after Gov. M. Jodi Rell signed tant step toward the march toward
the civil unions bill into law. "This full equality."
is the most un—American move—
Vermont is the only other state
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relaxation — stress relief — rejuvenation —

Reaction

that recognizes civil unions. It set
up the system after pressure from
the state courts. Neighboring Mas—
sachusetts began allowing gay and
lesbian couples to marry after a
court action as well.
"We understand that there is an
education curve going on here. We
understand there is a debate about
what‘s the best way for us to rec—
ognize and protect gay and lesbian
families. We know different states
are going to move forward with
different steps," said Christopher
Barron, the political director of the
Log Cabin Republicans.
"We really think it is a mistake
to underestimate or decrease the
historic nature of this," he said.
"For the first time in history, a state
has passed civil unions without
pressure from the courts."
The new law takes effect on Oct.
"1. It extends all the rights and obli—
gations under Connecticut law —
estimated at more than 500 — to
those same—sex couples who want
a civil union. They would not, how—
ever, be allowed to get a marriage

Roam an le mounts

in Gay Community

license.
Fierstein, who has worked with
the Connecticut—based Love Makes
a Family to push for gay marriage
in the state, said people who try to
paint the new law as equal to mar—
riage are wrong. The federal gov—
ernment, he noted, does not
recognize civil unions.
"In Connecticut, they just
passed a law saying I am less of a
human being, I‘m less ofa citizen,"
he said. "How dare they."
Mary Bonauto, a lawyer with
Gay and Lesbian Advocates and
Defenders, or GLAD, which suc—
cessfully challenged marriage laws
in Massachusetts, said she agrees
it is unnecessary to have two lines
at the town clerk‘s office: one for
marriages and another for civil
unions.
However, given the political at—
mosphere in the country on gay
marriage and civil unions, Bonauto
credits Connecticut for passing
such a law. In April, Kansas be—
came the 18th state to pass a con—
stitutional amendment banning gay

marriage. Thirteen other states
passed such prohibitions last year.
"They‘ve done something very
significant, acknowledging gay and
lesbian families are being denied
important rights," Bonauto said.
"Sometimes you want to take three
steps forward, but you take one and
a half, but you‘re still taking a step
forward."
Evan Wolfson, executive direc—
tor of the New York—based Free—
dom to Marry organization and
author of the book Why Marriage
Matters, said he is disappointed
that Connecticut‘s lawmakers
didn‘t try harder to pass a gay mar—
riage bill this year.
But like Bonauto, he sees a ben—
efit to the civil unions law.
"This furthers the momentum
toward marriage equality," he said.
"Once people see same—sex couples
accorded legal status and protec—
tions and realize that the sky didn‘t
fall, they will soon come to under—
stand that it makes no sense to have
parallel tracks as compared to one
system for everybody."
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New Wrinkle in Gay Marriage Fight:
Minnesota GOP State Senator Comes Out
By Patrick Condon
Associated Press Writer
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ST. PAUL (AP) — Amid a con—
tentious fight over gay marriage, a
Republican state senator said Apr.
14 that he was no longer able to
keep his own sexuality a secret.
Sen. Paul Koering, from central
Minnesota, said he was coming out
to end speculation in political
circles about his sexual preference.
Questions about Koering inten—
sified, when he was the only Re—
publican to side with Democrats as
his party tried to bypass normal
Senate process and force a vote on
a constitutional amendment that
would define marriage as between
a man and a woman.
"I decided to open up my heart
and say, ‘I‘m gay," and now as far
as I‘m concerned the matter is
closed," Koering said.
Koering, who said he‘ll seek re—
election as a Republican from his
largely rural, socially conservative
district, said he‘s still likely to sup—
port a statewide vote on the consti—
tutional ban. He said society isn‘t
ready for gay marriage.
Though heacknowledged that
questions about his sexuality have
grown more frequent in recent
weeks, Koering said the decision
to come out was his alone and
didn‘t have to do with pressure
from the media or interest groups.
Chris Barron, political director
for the Log Cabin Republicans, a
national gay Republican group,
said he knew of no gay Republi—
can elected officials from rural
parts of the country.

In all, there are 287 gay elected
officials in the United States in lo—
cal, state and federal government
offices, according to the Washing—
ton—based Gay and‘Lesbian Victory:
Fund. Dave DeCicco, the group‘s
spokesman, said he thought about
10 percent of them are Republi—
cans.
"Even in conservative areas,
constituents respect honesty of
someone coming out," DeCicco
said. "They know if they‘re going
to be open about their sexual ori—
entation they will be frank with
constituents about important local
issues."
The Minnesota Legislature has
two other openly gay members,
both Democrats from Minneapolis.
A county party chairman from
Koering‘s district called his vote on
the ban last week "political sui—
cide." Crow Wing County Repub—
lican chairman Brian Lehman
estimated that 80 percent of the
county‘s residents were against gay
marriage.
Koering said that although he
supports laws defining marriage as
between a man and a woman, he
has qualms with the Minnesota pro—
posal as now written, which would
also prohibit civil unions.
"Minnesota has always been a
progressive state," Koering said. "I
think we need to be mindful that
everybody are taxpayers here, and
they all are afforded rights. I just
want to make sure we don‘t in—
fringe on somebody‘s rights."
In April, Kansas became the
18th state to pass a constitutional
amendment banning gay marriage.

Alabama, South Dakota and Ten—
nessee willhold elections next year
on constitutional bans.
Supporters of a Minnesota ban,
including a number of Koering‘s
fellow Republican senators, said
they didn‘t expect his revelation to
affect the debate. A proposal to
send the amendment to voters has
easily passed the GOP—controlled
House the last two years, but been
blocked in the Democratic—con—
trolledSenate.
Opponents of the ban said
Koering‘s announcement could
put a personal face on the issue
for some Republicans.
Koering, 40, said family mem—
bers and close friends have
known he is gay for years. His
fellow Republican senators have
also known for some time, he
said.
"I‘ve known for a couple
years," said Senate Minority
Leader Dick Day, R—Owatonna.
"Paul today is the same as he was
yesterday. He does a good job for
his district and that‘s all we care
about."
Koering was electedto his seat
in 2002, toppling a longtime
Democrat after losing to him in the
previous two elections. When he
walked onto the Senate floor the
morning he came out, he was
greeted and hugged by a number
ofcolleagues, from both parties. He
chatted on his cell phone with
someone he later said was a con—
stituent.
"I hope you‘ll keep me in your
prayers," Koering told the
woman. "I‘m a good Catholic
boy, too."

Gay Father Seeks to
By Brian Witte
Associated Press Writer
ANNAPOLIS, Md. (AP) — A
Virginia court ruling that forced a
gay father‘s partner to move out of
the house where the father is rais—
ing his son has harmed the child
and should be dissolved, an attor—
ney argued Apr. 12. But an attor—
ney for the boy‘s mother contended
there was no proof the child has
been hurt by the restriction.
Ulf Hedberg, who now lives in
Maryland with his 12—year—old son,
has taken the matter to the Mary—
land Court of Special Appeals, the
state‘s second—highest court.
Hedberg, who is deaf and whose
native language is Swedish, at—.
tended the hearing with an inter—
preter.

Have

Susan Sommer, an attorney rep—
resenting Hedberg, said the court
order has caused "emotional dis—
tress and harm" to the boy, who
became used to having Hedberg‘s
partner, Blaise Delahoussaye, in
their home, starting when he was 4
years old.
Delahoussaye lived with
Hedberg and the boy for 5 1/2 years
before an Alexandria, Va., judge
included the restriction at the end
of a custody case that gave Hedberg
custodial care for the boy.
"It‘ s had a significant impact on
this child to have the man who
helped to raise him for half of his
life forced to leave their family
home," said Sommer, an attorney
with Lambda Legal, a national or—
ganization that advocates civil
rights for homosexuals.

RestrictionsLifted
Sommer contended the Virginia
court based its decision on that
state‘s sodomy law, which was
struck down, along with that of 12
other states, by the U.S. Supreme
Court in 2003.
The restriction also has caused
problems for the boy because
Hedberg had to move from a sub—
urban house in Virginia to a smaller
apartment in Montgomery County
because the lack of a second in—
come made the home unaffordable,
Sommer said. Delahoussaye rented
a separate apartment in the county,
too.
Hedberg filed suit in Montgom—
ery County Circuit Court to dis—
solve the Virginia court order, but
the suit was dismissed.
Rena Lindevaldsen, an attorney
who argued for the other side, said

in

Custody Case

the order doesn‘t prohibit
Delahoussaye from seeing the boy.
She also said Hedberg‘s reasons for
dissolving the restriction don‘t
"rise to the level of a material
change in circumstances" and fail
to warrant modifying another
state‘s custody order.
"There‘s a presumption in this
country that a custody order is go—
ing to be enforced and it‘s very rare
for another court to say ‘We‘re not
going to enforce it.""
Lindevaldsen argued the case
for Annica Detthow, the boy‘s
mother, who separated from
Hedberg in 1996 and now lives in
Florida.
"What has come out is that the
Virginia court considered the best
interest and said: ‘In this situation,
we ‘re not going to have two people

m
San

Francisco Judge Makes Gay Marriage Decision

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A
San Francisco trial judge has reaf—
firmed his decision to strike down
California‘s marriage laws on
grounds that they violate the con—
stitutional right of gay residents to
be treated equally and to marry
whomever they choose.
San Francisco County Superior
Court Judge Richard Kramer‘s fi—
nal ruling is substantially the same
as the one he issued a month ago
in apair of cases brought by a
dozen same—sex couples and the

city of San Francisco.
In it, he reiterated that that laws
limiting marriage to a man and a
woman discriminate against same—
sex couples on the basis of gender
without a legitimate state interest
for doing so. He expressly dis—
missed the arguments brought by
California‘s attorney general that
tradition provided sufficient
grounds for such discrimination.
"To say that all men and all
women are treated the same in that
each may not marry someone of the

same gender misses the point,"
Kramer wrote. "The marriage laws
establish classifications (same gen—
der vs. opposite gender) and dis—
criminate on those gender—based
classifications."
The decision orders the state
registrar to issue gender—neutral
marriage licenses, but is stayed au—
tomatically to give opponents time
to appeal. Two groups that oppose
same—sex marriage have said they
intend to do just that.
_ Meanwhile, legislative commit—

Final

tees in Sacramento are scheduled
to hold hearings on a pair of bills
that would ask voters to decide
whether the state‘s existing ban on
gay marriage should be moved
from the statutes Kramer over—
turned to the California Constitu—
tion.
The proposed constitutional
amendments would also strip
same—sex couples who register as
domestic partners of the marriage—
like rights lawmakers already have
granted them.

who are not married living to—
gether," said Lindevaldsen, an at—
torney with Liberty Counsel, a
nonprofit group that focuses on tra—
ditional family and religious liber—
ties.
"This is not about the fact that
they‘re in a same—sex relation—
ship," she told reporters after the
hearing.
But Hedberg disagreed, saying
through an interpreter that he be—
lieved he was facing "an obvious
case of discrimination."
"For almost six years, our lives
were proceeding very normally
— and very successfully — until
we were forced to separate," he
said.
Hedberg also said the court or—
der has caused problems for his
son.
"I know it‘s been very hard for
my son because my partner has
not been able to live with us and
my son has been relying on the
routine that our family was able
to maintain for those years that
Blaise was living with us and now
things are very mixed up for
him," he said.
The Maryland Court of Special
Appeals is expected to make a de—
cision in the case within 60 days,
attorneys said. Either side could
seek further review at Maryland‘s
highest court — the Court of Ap—
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Hate Crimes Consistent Since 2000

PORTLAND, Maine (AP) —
Attacks on people based on their
racial or sexual orientation con—
tinue to make up the vast majority
of the hate crimes in Maine, ac—
cording to recent statistics from the
Attorney General‘s Office.
Law enforcement agencies
around Maine referred 107 bias at—
tacks or threats to the state in 2004.
Of those, 59 were racially based
and 35 were based on perceived
sexual orientation. The state also
received reports of crimes based on
religion, nationality, gender, men—
tal disability and reproductive
rights.
"Racial issues, racial tensions
dominate year after year," said
Thom Harnett, assistant attorney
general for civil rights education

and enforcement. He said the report
is consistent with data gathered five
years ago.
Maine law does not recognize
the term "hate crime," though it is
commonly used to describe viola—
tions of the state Civil Rights Act,
which protects people from threats
"motivated by reason of race, color,
religion, sex, ancestry, national ori—
gin, physical or mental disability,
or sexual orientation."
In Maine, violence against gay
people has been illegal, but Gov.
John Baldacci only recently signed
a law making it illegal to discrimi—
nate against people based on their
sexual orientation in areas such as
housing, employment and credit.
Of the 107 complaints that mer—
ited action last year, the Attorney

General‘s office received 16 court
orders barring defendants from
harming the victim.
Recent orders were issued
against two Winthrop High School
girls who spray—painted swastikas
near the home of a Jewish class—
mate, a Bath man who threw a
punch at a black woman and in—
sulted her with racial slurs, and a
South Portland man who assaulted
a stranger outside a bar that is popu—

IT?

lar among gay people.
It is difficult to compare
Maine‘s statistics with others states
because records differ from state to
state, said Stephen Wessler of the
Center for the Study and Preven—
tion of Hate Violence at the Uni—
versity of Southern Maine.
Wessler says many states also
do not recognize crimes against
people based on sexual orientation
as a bias crime.
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Microsoft‘s Switch on Gay Bill Stirs Anger
Larry Buhl
PlanetOut Network
What was supposed to be a quiet
withdrawal of support for a gay
rights bill is causing an outcry from
the LGBT community against
Microsoft, a company long re—
garded as being at the forefront of
fostering equality.
The company twice supported
bills that would have banned dis—
crimination against gays and les—
bians in housing, insurance and
jobs in Washington state. This year,
however, the company withdrew its
support for a similar bill, House
Bill 1515, and did not reveal the
change until after it was reported
by The Stranger, a Seattle weekly
newspaper.
The bill was defeated during a
surprise vote on Apr. 21, which
added to the anger felt by many in
the LGBT community.
Further embarrassing to
Microsoft was a report that it
bowed to pressure from Ken
Hutcherson, pastor of the 3,500—
member Antioch Bible Church, lo—
cated a few blocks from company
headquarters in Redmond.
Spokespeople from Microsoft
told the New York Times that their
decision to withdraw support for
the bill was not due to the
minister‘ s threats, but rather a "de—
sire to focus on a limited number

of issues that directly affect our letter said.
"Further, giving in to threats
business."
from a small group fighting to im—
Hutcherson, however, bragged
pose their own view of religion on
to the Times that he met with com—
the company and the state will only
pany officials several times this
year and told them repeatedly that encourage more such threats. We
urge you to work to change this
he would organize a national boy—
cott of the company‘s products if perception."
As mainstream media picked up
they did not withdraw support for
on the story, the blogosphere
the bill.
The Times also reported that blazed with comments such as,
"Microsoft stabbed their gay em—
Rep. Ed Murray, an openly gay
ployees in the back and then lied
Democrat and sponsor of the bill,
to cover it up," and "Microsoft just
was told by Microsoft‘s senior vice
president and general counsel that got taken to the cleaners on this is—
sue," as well as many threats to
he was concerned about the reac—
organize an LGBT boycott of prod—
tion to company support of the bill
ucts made by the software giant.
among its Christian employees.
"I can guarantee you that
More than 50,000 people work
for Microsoft, which has one of the Microsoft is in damage control
mode now with their LGBT cus—
oldest LGBT employee groups in
tomers and with their LGBT em—
corporate America.
The supposed Christian—vs.—gay ployees," said George Cheung,
executive director of Equal Rights
tug—of—war was especially troubling
Washington, an organization that
to the Human Rights Campaign.
lobbied for years to pass the gay
In an open letter to Steven
Ballmer, Microsoft‘s CEO, HRC rights legislation.
Although
many
in
the
Executive Director Joe Solmonese
blogosphere blame the company
expressed his "profound disap—
for sinking the legislation, Dan
pointment" with the company‘s
Kully, a spokesman for Equal
stance as well as its reasoning.
"The reported rationale that Rights Washington said the blame
Microsoft officials were afraid of for its failure should rest with the
offending ‘Christians‘ is itself state senators who voted it down.
A key player is Republican Sen.
deeply offensive to the many Chris—
Bill Finkbeiner, who voted for a
tians who believe in non—discrimi—
nation and were proud of similar bill twice when he was in
Microsoft‘ s previous position," the the state House, but voted against

it this time. The fact that Finkbeiner
represents a district that includes
Microsoft, and the church accused
of influencing the company, fueled
anger among those who believe
Microsoft‘s backpedaling killed the
bill.
"I don‘t want to give too much
credit to Microsoft and the rever—
end," Kully said. "The bill failed
because moderate Republicans
who should have voted for it voted
against it. Especially for someone
like Bill Finkbeiner, who supported
the bill twice and then turns around
and votes no this time. Their vote
displays a complete lack of cour—
age."
Nevertheless, some state sena—
tors believe the
software
behemoth‘s actions didn‘t help the
bill, which was killed by one vote.
Senate Majority Leader Lisa
Brown, who voted in favor, told the
Seattle Times that the company‘s
reversal was "the wrong message
at the wrong time."
Republican Sen. Luke Esser
said Microsoft‘s neutral stance on
the issue strengthened the case for
the no vote he was already going
to cast.
Whether or not Microsoft and
the church killed the bill, LGBT
anger over the company‘s
backpedaling continues to grow.
Kully scorned the company with
his own refrain to their newest slo—

&

Liberty

and

Jus

gan. "Microsoft‘s new ads should
say, ‘Your potential, our passion ...
unless you‘re gay and lesbian.‘"
Even harsher words came from
John Avarosis, an openly gay po—
litical journalist who publishes
AMERICAblog.org.
«"Microsoft lied and continues to
lie to spin and spin and spin this
story rather than come clean and
admit it," Avarosis said. "It was a
corporate decision reached at the
highest levels and they stand by it.
They threw us to the radical right
dogs and now are risking every
other company in America with—
drawing its support for our civil
rights legislation as well."
In another rebuke to the soft—
ware giant, the Los Angeles Gay
& Lesbian Center, which pre—
sented the company with its Cor—
porate Vision Award in 2001,
asked Microsoft to return the
award.
"Because of Microsoft‘s ap—
parent capitulation to the de—
mands of anti—gay extremists and
withdrawal of support for a bill
that would do nothing more than
protect gay and lesbian people
from discrimination, we believe
it‘s no longer worthy of our high—
est corporate honor," said. Darrel
Cummings, the center‘s chief of
staff.
Microsoft declined a request
for a statement.
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Major Newspapers Editorialize Agamst ‘Dont Ask, Don‘t TeII’
it is demeaning to the people who with a high military population — who simply ordered the military
"Don‘t
Ask,
Don‘t
The Servicemembers
Legal military‘s
Defense
Network
(SLDN)
Tell"
ban
on
openly
gay
and
les- want to serve their country at a took perhaps the strongest posi— to cease racial discrimination —
timeof great need. It is long past tion against the policy. "The ri— gay soldiers are expected to stay
praised
three
of
the
nation‘s
ma—
bian servicemembers.
diculous rationale behind the in the closet." The Gazette hopes
Noting
a
Government
Ac—
time
it to go."
jor
daily newspapers
— the countability Office report that TheforMiami
Herald says that current policy — that openly gay for the speedy "demise of a badly
Washington
Post,
MiamiHerald,
and
Charleston
Gazette
—
for
taxpayers have spent more than "[gletting rid of the ban would soldiers would harm morale — flawed policy."
A bill pending in the House of
million recruiting and train— help strengthen our armed forces simply does not hold up. The GIs
editorials
calling
for an end totreat—
the $190
military‘s
discriminatory
ing replacements for gay service— and save tax dollars. In war or themselves are way ahead of their Representatives to remove the
members who have been kicked peace, what matters most in sol— superiors on this issue. But be— ban has bipartisan support. No
ment
of
gay
and
lesbian
cause no recent American presi— similar bill is pending in the
out of the military over the past diers is how well they fight."
servicemembers.
The Charleston Gazette — a dent has had the courage Senate.
The
three
papers
each
called
10 years, the Washington Post
upon lawmakers to remove the calls the ban "as self—defeating as newspaper in a conservative state displayed by Harry Truman —
Chairman of Joint Chiefs of Staff Reiterates

Military Policy on GayMembers
and women
to serveorientation
only if theyto
weMyers,
can," Airchairman
Force Gen.of Ri—
WASHINGTON
(AP)officer
— Theon best
keep
their
sexual
chard
the
nation‘s
top
military
Critics
saypeople
the policy
Chiefs
ofAmerican
Staff, toldSociety
a con— themselves.
Friday
defended
a "don‘t
ask,to Joint
discriminates
against
who
ference
of
the
don‘t
tell"
policy
that
has
led
wantOther
to serve
their
country.
of
Newspaper
Editors.
He
also
the
discharge
of9,500
gay
mem—
Pentagon
officials,
in—
mentioned
"continuing
educa—
bers
forces since tion"
cluding
Army
Secretary
Francis
in
regards
to
the
policy
but
1993."Weof thetry armed
J. Harvey, have also said they see
not policy
explainpermits
what thatgaymeant.
to implement
men no need to change the policy, de—
‘don‘t ask, don‘t
tell‘ policytheas didThe
Four Students Sent Home for
Wearing Anti—gay T—shirts
protected if it does not disrupt
passed
bill on Apr. iseducation.
SOUTH
WINDSOR,
Conn.
13;"Weafeltcivilifunions
(AP)
—
Four
South
Windsor
high
said he told
the boys
they
they it,could
voice couldHe continue
school15students
were sent
home _their opinionsfor
to
wear
the
shirts
we
could
Apr.
after
T—shirts
theywore
washeated
not a distraction
to oth—al—
voice
our opinion
against
it,"to thishe ifers.it But
bearing
anti—gay
slogansand caused
arguments
and
said.
"There
is
another
side
disturbances,
students
school
tercations with
ensued
almost
and we‘re representing immediately,
officials
said. who wore white T— debate,
some
students
it.""
The
boys,
Principal
John
Dilorio
said becoming
shirts
with the statement, "Adam
one student,"very
Samemotional,"
Etter. said
that
students‘
freedom
of
speech
andEve,NotAdamandSteve,"
say
their
constitutional
right to free
speech
was
violated.
°
"We
werejustvoicing
ouropin—
ions,"
saidT—shirts
Stevenwith
Vendetta,
who
made
the
his
friends,
Spiritual Resources in
Kyle
Shinfield,
David
Grimaldi
and
anotherby student
who Inquirer
was not
identified
the
Journal
the Memphis Area
ofotherManchester.
"We
didn‘t
tell
peopleWe tojustthink
what
we‘re
thinking.
told
them
Calvary Episcopal Church — 525—6602
weOther
think."students say theywhat
First Congregational Church — 278—6786
felt
threatenedby
the
shirts,
which
also
First Presbyterian Church — 525—5619
quoted Bible verses pertaining to
homosexuality.
First UnitedMethodist Church — 527—8362
"I
didn‘t
feel
safe
at
this
school
Holy Trinity Community Church — 320—9376
today,"
said Diana
Rosen,
whoGay—is
co—president
of
the
school‘s
IdlewildPresbyterian Church — 726—4681
Straight
Alliance.
VendettasaidtheideafortheT—
Living Word Christian Church —452—6272
shirts
was
in
response
to
an
annual
Day
ofSilencewasearlier
in thebyweek.the Neshoba Unitarian Universalist Church — 266—26265
The
project
organized
— Education
nationalGay,Network.
Lesbian, andStraight St. John‘s UnitedMethodist Church — 726—4104
St Patrick Catholic Church — 527—2542
Students
nationwide
refuse
to
St. Therese Catholic Church — 276—1312
speak
for one day to highlight dis—
criminationandharassmenttoward
Unitarian Church ofthe River — 526—8631
homosexuals.
Unity Church (Kirby Rd.) — 754—4241
Vendetta
andunions,
his friends,
whoto
oppose
civil
wanted
Advertisingspacedonatedasapublicserviceofthe
TriangleJournalNews
make
their
feelings
known.
The
state House of Representatives

Support for

spite declining ; recruitment fig—
ures.
AAccounting
February report
bythetheinves—
Gen—
eral
Office,
tigative
arm of Congress,
said
9,488
members
of
the
services
had
beenthrough
discharged
under the
policy
2003.
That included 757 people with

o

whatthe
military
defined
as criti—
cal
skills,
such
as
linguists,
the
GAO
found.
Various
commis—
sions lookingemphasized
into the Sept.
11
attackshave
the
need
for morein foreign
language
profiency
the
military
telligence services. and in—
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Commentary by Jon Devin
Imagine this: you‘re on stage, I can‘t forget the poignancy of
the lights are hot, palms are the truck driver, the teenage ac—
sweaty. You give the perfor— tor, the Muslim feminist, the
mance of your life, deliver lines crusty old neighbor, and the
with passion and zeal as the au— scores of other real life charac—
dience takes it all in. The end line ters as they each in their own way
comes, the curtain falls, and all came to realize that the Shepard
that you hear is a dead silence. tragedy should not have hap—
Neither cheering nor outrage fills pened, and that they themselves,
the theater, so your scrunch up though not directly affected by it,
your brow in confusion for a mo— could have prevented Shepard‘s
ment and then go home.
suffering and death.
Anticlimax is so disappointing It is a miracle that a Memphis
when you take a big chance and City School was allowed to stage
express something that you really such an incredibly sensitive play.
believe in only to find that nobody Not because it contains any adult
was really listening in the first themes, harsh language, or any—
place.
thing remotely worthy of an R
White Station High School rating —just because it gives the
theatre students may have had this message that even a gay person
now is to celebrate the fact that
very experience and I‘m not sure should be loved and valued in so— teenage actors were told that their death.
some courageous teens and their
It
is
a
shame
that
some
people
friends would not attend "gay
whether I should feel sorry for ciety.
teachers
stood up against the po—
have
not
taken
the
time
to
Phelps
%
them or just be glad their experi— When I first heard that it was play."
All of this makes the theme of and his icky ilk to see who they tential of losing friends and jobs
ence wasn‘t worse. A
to be produced, I expected to sub—
are siding with when they tell to do something they believed in.
In April, White Station staged sequently hear that Bellevue Bap— the play all the more relevant, but their
friend that they I think this will be a lesson they
a production of the charged and tist Church and other Christian I shocked that this was the extent won ‘t teenage
come and see them act in a remember long after they have
controversial play, The Laramie shopping malls would protest at of the negativity.
That‘s one point for the forgotten how to diagram sen—
Project, written by Moises the school board, or seek to have Also in April, The Laramie play.
tences and locate X.
loonies
right there.
Project was produced at UNC
Kaufman and members of the the theatre teachers fired.
Tectonic Theatre Company.
No one could be more disap— Chapel Hill. That production was I guess what‘s most important Go get ‘em, guys. Good for you.
The play centers around the pointed than Action News 5s in fact graced by the jeers of Fred
ripples thatflooded through the Live Team Coverage crew that Phelps, himself, who is portrayed
in the play.
town of Laramie, Wyoming, a this did not happen.
sleepy little home on the range, A letter writer to the Commer— My hope is that there were
after Matthew Shepard was cial Appeal said that she was dis— some good folks there at White
beaten and left for dead by a appointed that the school itself Station to pat those actors on the
couple of homophobic thugs.
did not seem very supportive. The backs, or at least that the actors
As a work of art, the play is school marquee sign listed the themselves realize how important
Memphis‘ Fun
brilliant. It combines interviews event as "School Play," she their idealism is in an age when
Card & Gift Shop
with hundreds of townsfolk who wrote, and apparently some ofthe the status quo dictates life or
poonrues
lived through the aftermath ofthe
Shepard‘s death to reveal the
depths to which humanity can Memphis Area Gay Youth
sink, and the heights to which it
553 . Cooper
can rise.
Memphis, TN 38104
Peer support and discussion group
Although Shepard‘s sexual
orientation is central to the events
(901) 7T28—6535
|
that led to his death, the play is
CARDS, GIFTS & NOVELTY ITEMS
Call 335—MAGY
not, as many in opposition to it
FOR EVERY OCCASION
have claimed, a gay play.
Rather, it is about the experi—
website: www.
ences of the straight and straight—
Advertisingspace donatedas apublicservice ofthe Triangle JournalNews
laced community members who
had to pick up all the pieces.
I saw The Laramie Project
when it was produced some years
ago at the Circuit Playhouse un—
— MASSAGE —
der the brilliant direction of Bo
List. I remember coming to tears
B44
when Reggie, the patrol officer
who first found Shepard bloody
and half—dead on a barbed—wire
fence, got negative results from
her HIV tests after having been
exposed to Shepard‘s blood.
Your Locally Gay Owned & Operated
(Shepard was HIV+ after being
Pride Merchandise Headquarters
raped in Morocco.)
Mon.Sat. 10 a.m.—6 p.m. e Sun. 1—6 p.m.
NATIONALLY
CERTIFIED
MASSAGE
THERAPIST
Then I wanted to cheer out
loud when Shepard‘s best friend,
SWEDISH/DEEP TISSUE « HOT STONE THERAPY
Romaine Patterson, led friends
dressed as angels with tall wings
IN/OUT CALLS
in front of Fred Phelps and his
761—7977
horde of hate—mongering protest— VISA & M/C Accepted
GIFT CERTIFICATES
ers outside of Shepard‘s funeral.
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By The Associated Press
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Philip
Horvitz, a performance artist and choreog—
rapher who used bittersweet humor to de—
scribe his life as a gay man, has died. He
was 44.
Horvitz spent much of his career in the
San Francisco Bay area and the last nine in
New York. He died of car—
diac arrhythmia March 30
while flying from New
York to Oakland to per—
form new solo works, the
Alameda County coroner‘s _
office said.
Horvitz was noted for
his satiric musicals and
one—man performances, in—
cluding a 1993 solo show,
Yes, I Can, based on the au—
tobiography of Sammy
Davis Jr.
"He was an amazing guy," said visual
artist Nayland Blake, Horvitz‘s former part—
ner. "He was a remarkable performer, a re—
ally insightful and playful theater artist. He
was at home in all so many different modes,
: from traditional acting to really avant—garde
performance."

Horvitz lived in the Bay Area from 1981
to 1996 before moving to New York. He co—
founded a performance trio and was artistic
director of the Karidian Players, which de—
veloped and performed his work.
Horvitz was born in Los Altos and grew
up in Northern California. His family moved
to Washington, D.C., when he was a teen—
ager.
,
f
s
He trained as an actor
and dancer at New York
University‘s Circle—in—the—
Square and at the Alvin
Ailey School of American
Dance. He transferred to
the University of Califor—
nia, Berkeley, where he
earned a history degree.
Horvitz debuted in San
Francisco in 1981 at the
Magic Theater, playing the—
f
lead in Pat Pfeiffer‘s play
The Feeding and later became involved with
the city‘s experimental theater.
Horvitz is survived by his father, Wayne
L. Horvitz, of Washington, D.C.; three broth—
ers, Bill of Petaluma, Lee of New Orleans
and Wayne of Seattle; and aniece and two *
nephews.
a .a
z
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The rainbow flag has become the eas—
ily—recognized colors of pride for the gay
community. The multicultural symbolism
of the rainbow is nothing new — Jesse
Jackson‘s Rainbow Coalition also em—
braces the rainbow as a symbol of that
political movement. The rainbow also
plays a part in many myths and stories
related to gender and sexuality issues in
Greek, Native American, African and
other cultures. Use of the rainbow flag by
the gay community began in 1978 when
it first appeared in the San Francisco Gay
and Lesbian Freedom Day Parade. Bor—
rowing symbolism from the hippie move—
ment and black civil rights groups, San
Francisco artist Gilbert Baker designed the
rainbow flag in response to a need for a
symbol that could be used year after year.
Baker and 30 volunteers hand—stitched and
hand—dyed two huge prototype flags for
the parade. The flags had eight stripes,
each color representing a component of
the community: hot pink for sex, red for
life, orange for healing, yellow for sun,
green for nature, turquoise for art, indigo

for harmony and violet for spirit. The next
year Baker approached San Francisco
Paramount Flag Company to mass—pro—
duce rainbow flags for the 1979 parade.
Due to production constraints — such as
the fact that hot pink was not a commer—
cially—available color — pink and tur—
quoise were removed from the design,
and royal blue replaced indigo. This six—
color version spread from San Francisco
to other cities, and soon became the
widely—known symbol of gay pride and
diversity it is today. It is even officially
recognized by the International Congress
of Flag Makers. In 1994, a huge 30—foot—
wide by one—mile—long rainbow flag was
carried by 10,000 people in New York‘s
Stonewall 25 Parade. The rainbow flag
has inspired a wide variety of related
symbols, such as freedom rings and other
accessories. There are plenty of variations
ofthe flag, including versions with a blue
field of stars reminiscent of the Ameri—
can Stars and Stripes and versions with
superimposed lambdas, pink triangles or
other symbols

the library and the bathtub has, at
last, gone to a better place.
The library has been utterly re—
arranged (the gay gene at work)
with a little more space and a lot
more order, also thanks to volun—
teers.
Tuffy Keenan was elected in—
terim secretary at the Town Hall
Meeting in April. He will complete
the 18 months left in the term.
Tommy Simmons was affirmed
by the membership present in a
vacant at—large position. The of—
fices of treasurer and vice—president
will also come open at the next gen—
eral election; nominations for these
and at—large board positions (one—
year terms) can be submitted by
contacting an officer of the Cen—
ter.
Interested parties also were
briefed about Initiative Fairness
which will be under the umbrella

Footnote from the Past
I mentioned the Mystic Krewe
of Aphrodite. Many gay and les—
bian people are exceptionally fond
of Mardi Gras in New Orleans.
Back in the early 1970s there
were three krewes formed in Mem—
phis, but they had their entertain—
ments during May to. coincide with
Memphis Cotton Carnival.
The Cotton Carnival dated back
to the 1930s and was primarily in—
stituted to promote trade in cotton.
It had many of the Mardi Gras trap—
pings (parades, secret societies,
elite social events) and was mainly
a show put on by the rich which
was observed by everybody else.
There was a parallel event in the
African—American community
called the Cotton Makers Jubilee.
There was a period when organiz—

The Calendar
New Center Hours
Mon. — Fri. 6—9 p.m.
Sat. — Sun. 2—6 p.m.
Wed., May 4— Let‘s Meet & Chill,
7 p.m.
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Tuesday
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ery 4th Friday, 7 p.m.
* Every Saturday — The Healthy

meeting, 8 p.m.
Every

* Every Friday — Q—Café featur—

3rd Friday and Li‘l Ryan D ev—

Gaiety (films), 3 p.m.

*

* Every Thursday —Fitness Thutrs—
day, 6:30 p.m.

2nd Sunday 3 p.m.

= The

Drum

Lifestyle Support Group, 1 p.m.
Details

Circle, 7 p.m.
* Every Thursday —The Parenting

are

at

the

Web

site

www.mglec.org.

Support Group, 6 p.m.
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of the MGLCC. It is an activist ini—
tiative still in formation. More de—
The first news is that the tails next month.
Lavender University courses for
MGLCC is back to seven—day op—
Spring Term 2005 continue with:
eration. The new hours are: Mon—
The Basics of Gourmet Cooking
day
——
Friday
6—9
p.m.,
Saturday—Sunday 2—6 p.m. There four Wednesday evenings in May
are also other functions outside of at 7 p.m. See the Web site for de—
tails.
these hours so keep
Fitness Thurs—
checking the Web
days will get you
site and community
course credit as
calendars.
well. For details
Many thanks to
and other course
the volunteers from
descriptions, go
Integrity Memphis
to the Web site
who donated two
www.mglec.org.
Saturdays toward
A House Party
painting the Game
for the MGLCC
Room and Library
will commence
in the Center —and
Sat., May 14, at 7
the paint!!!
mglcc
p.m. featuring
The women of
complimentary
the Mystic Krewe
memphis gay & lesbian
appetizers, beer
of Aphrodite hosted
community center
and wine with a
a benefit show at
concert by Mike
The Madison Flame
Richard at a pri—
(what‘d I tell you about Sharon
Wray?) on Apr. 17 which realized vate residence. There is a requested
$10 donation per person at the door
a handsome donation for the Cen—
with proceeds benefiting the
ter.
MGLCC.
The Fabulous, Massive, Over—
For additional details, RSVP
whelming Yard Sale was also a
and location, just go find out at
huge success; the best part was get—
ting that horrible blue chair out of www.mglec.org
By Vincent Astor

ers attempted to make Cotton Car—
nival more accessible to the gen—
eral public and provide larger
entertainment events. This actually
spun off to become Memphis in
May for the public and The Great
River Carnival for the socialite/
krewe/party set.
Alas, the parades are gone.
GLBT Memphis paralleled these
non—gay events with parties and
theme balls of its own. The
Queen‘s Men was the earliest ball
club, a second was a Memphis
chapter of the Mystic Krewe of
Apollo (out of New Orleans) and
that was followed by GOPS (Gays
on Poplar Street).
At this time in Memphis, the
drag queens ruled. The right re—
quest to the right drag could result
in a benefit show which would raise
several thousand dollars in one
evening. Beneficiaries were every—
thing from Muscular Distrophy to
individuals in need.
The ball clubs were run by those
in or close to the drag community
and lasted about 10 years or so.
However, since Apollo was an all—
male krewe, a group of women
formed the Mystic Krewe of
Aphrodite as a women‘s club.
Aphrodite participated in the
balls but, even though there was an
officer called Ball Captain, the
emphasis became fund—raising for
worthy causes instead of present—
ing an annual ball. It has been
Aphrodite which has survived all
the strictly social clubs and has re—
tained the reputation as a consum—
mate fund—raiser. This writer has
always considered it a signal honor
to have been named an Honorary
Member of Aphrodite for commu—
nity service.

r------_--_---—--—-----
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Bill Frist, right—wing Christian
leaders discussed plans to withhold
money from courts who did not
support their agenda!

The Bushevik revolution contin—
Council called "Justice Sunday"
ues to advance the neo—fascist take—
accusing Democrats of using the
over of the United States, and there
filibuster against "people of faith."
is so much to report.
Some of the most radical anti—gay
The Republican Right, which
religious extremist organizations in
controls Congress and the execu—
the country participated including
Dr. James Dobson‘s Focus on the
tive branch of government, is now
Family.
Sen.
targeting the only
remaining branch
Frist began his
Opinions expressed in
2008 campaign
they can‘t totally
bylined columns are
for the presi—
control... the judi—
ciary. Upset that
dency by reach—
those of the authors.
ing out to the
10 out of more
than 200 of G.W. Bush‘s most ex—
Christian Right base of the Repub—
treme radical judicial nominees
lican Party.
Frist and Republican leaders
have been filibustered by the
Democrats, Republicans began at— have been working with radical
tacking "liberal activist judges" as
right—wing evangelical Christian
part of their campaign to turn back
groups move the courts further to
the clock on civil rights in this
the right and get more conservative
activist judges appointed who will
country.
support their anti—gay theocratic
¥
agenda. In a private taped discus—
Senate Majority Leader Sen.
sion at a Washington conference in
Bill Frist (TN ) made a special ap—
pearance at a conference organized March, which was also addressed
by the anti—gay Family Research by House Majority Leader Tom
DeLay and Senate Majority Leader

Free

Classifieds

Personal and classified ads are afree service to our readers
— Please limit them to 30words or less. We request that ads be
submitted in writing via postal or e—mail. Ads will generally run
one time only, but may be resubmitted each month. Mail to
Triangle Journal News, P.O. Box 11485, Memphis, TN 38111
or e—mail them to memphisTJN@aol.com. Ads deemed too
explicit may be edited.
The house is 3 minutes from 1—40, off
Appling road. $450 includes phone and
ROOMMATES
utilities. Garage parking for your car, as
GWM, 50,5511", 240 Ibs. needs GBM well. 765—6823
who likes stout guys as your companion/
WANT TO MEET
roommate. | want to move to Memphis in
July or August. Retired Navy can afford
I am a 35 year old mother recently
to pay up to $400 toward rent and ex— — transplanted to Memphis from metro—
penses. All interested, write to John NYC. I am looking to make both male
White, 710 Rushing Rd., Michie, TN
and female friends, any age, to go
38357.
dancing, eat out, talking, etc. Please
contact
Marie
at
Southwind Area: Near Hacks Cross
smiriam30@spymac.com
and Winchester. GWM has HUGE room
GWM, 48 interested in meeting gay
for rent in very nice 2 story home with
inground pool and hot tub in big back— and bi—males for fun, good times and
yard. Room has enough space for sitting
possible friendship. I have brown hair
area, computer desk, etc. Full access to and eyes, weigh 180, drink and smoke
entire house. with laundry room. Wire— sometimes although, I like to keep fit. |
less RoadRunner internet connection.
also love gay movies and computers.
Rent is $560 a months and includes rent,
Contact me at moptopmouse
utilities, digital cable and wireless internet.
@Yahoo.com.
Home is in a quiet cover, nice neighbor—
GWM would like to meet another
hood..
If
interested,
contact
GWM from age 37 to 47. I have brown
SouthwindRoomie@aol.com (pic of
hair and hazel eyes and have a hairy
house available in AOL profile.
chest. My weight is 250 and I like cook—
GWM, 39, 5110", 169 lbs, brown ing, movies , enjoy being with someone.
goatee, shaved head, no piercings or I like to go to the clubs.! drink some, dine
tattoos, looking to share my one bed— out. | smoke some— times. Call Jimmy at
room home on Kentucky Lake, just out— (901)—604—6236. I will be waiting.
side Paris. I am on Social Security and
Seeking husky, muscular GWMs,
have a vehicle we can share. Would like
3—60, furry or otherwise, for friendship
someone who is also disabled. No se—
and fun times. No mind games or flakes.
vere disabilities with me. Will help relo—
Only serious need call. Contact Bud at
cate. 731—642—3580.
$
732—2755 and be discreet.
GWC seeks roommate for their 4
bedroom, 2.5bath home in Cordova.
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George Bush has nominated
some of the most radical, right—
wing anti—gay judges imaginable.
One of the nominees being stopped
is theocratic Alabama Judge
Willliam Prior who ignored court
orders to remove his washing—ma—
chine—sized Ten Commandments
display from a federal courthouse.
Another nominee, California judge
Janice Brown, also has close ties
to the Christian Right and in a re—
cent appearance before Catholic
legal professionals said Christians
were at war with secular human—
ists.
Republicans shamelessly ex—
ploited the Terri Schiavo case to
attack judges who did not uphold
the Christian Right "pro—life" plat—
form. A leaked memo from anti—
gay Florida Republican Sen. Mel
Martinez explicitly stated that the
Schiavo case presented an impor—
tant issue that would excite the
"pro—life" base of the Republican
Party. House Majority Leader Tom
DeLay even threatened the judges
who upheld the right of Terri
Schiavo‘s husband to fulfill her
wish and remove the feeding tube
that extended her vegetative state
more than 15 years.
George Bush even got involved
with the Schiavo case to repay the
Catholic and fundamentalist Chris—
tians who elected him. The hypoc—
risy of The Shrub claiming to
support a "culture of life"! Tell that
to the tens of thousands of Iraqis
he killed, or the people pulled from
life support in Texas thanks to a
law he signed on behalf of hospi—
tals and insurance companies.
¥
Tom DeLay is one of the most
crooked and creepy politicians
since Richard Nixon! He is under
investigation for numerous ethical
violations, including illegal use of
donations from lobbyists and cor—
rupt corporate campaign donors.
Republicans tried to change the
rules on the ethics committee to
protect him but, hopefully, his days
as majority leader are numbered.
If gay Republicans have any il—
lusion that the Republican Party
can be separated from it‘ s anti—gay
Christian Right base, you need to
wake up and face reality now! The
Republicans cannot win a national
election without their base, and it
is not gay or "moderate" Republi—
cans. It is fire—breathing, gay—bash—
ing religious extremists who
control the Republican Party.

so they can move on with their con—
servative agenda.
In its efforts to gain power and
respect in the Republican Party, the
LCR sponsored a conservative con—
ference, which included such anti—
gay conservative speakers as Karl
Rove. The LCR has also signed a
letter supporting the Republican
plan to "privatize" Social Security,
along with anti—gay organizations
like USA Next, the group that
mounted a national ad campaign
against the AARP by accusing
them of supporting gay marriage.
Gay Republicans claim they
support the Republican Party be—
cause it is against "big govern—
ment." Let‘s see... under this
Republican administration federal
spending has skyrocketed, the fed—
eral deficit is going up, and we have
more intrusive government and
fewer rights as citizens thanks to
the Patriot Act. The record of the
Republican Party and George Bush
looks more like "big government"!
So why would any gay person want
to support the Republican Party
now?
¥
On a side note, the Log Cabin
Republicans are being sued for $15
million by its former Chief Oper—
ating Officer Dwight Lodge for
wrongful termination, negligent
supervision and defamation. Lodge
accuses the LCR of improper finan—
cial practices including misuse of
restricted funds.
¥
—
This brings me to this month‘s
Uncle Tom Republican, Arthur J.
Finkelstein. Finkelstein has worked
for anti—gay Republican candidates
like Jesse Helms and is leading a
"Stop Hillary Clinton" campaign in
New York. Last month it was re—
ported that he went to the bedrock
of Democratic liberalism, Massa—
chusetts, to marry his male partner.
Not only is this guy a hypocrite, he
is political and moral scum.
¥
Speaking of moral scum, last
month‘s Uncle Tom Republican,
fake conservative "journalist" and
political whore Jeff Gannon, is on
the new cover of The Advocate.
The article brushes over Gannon‘s
anti—gay politics and focuses on the
bloggers who leaked the truth about
Gannon‘s political and sexual pros—
titution. Not one critical question
from The Advocate about his anti—
gay politics. (Not sure I will be re—
newing my subscription.)
Bad News: A recent national
poll finds growing support for the
anti—gay Federal Marriage Amend—
ment. According to the poll, 57

percent support it, including 71
percent of Republicans. The Texas
legislature passed a law prohibit—
ing gays and lesbians from being
foster parents, and lawmakers in
Alabama are considering legisla—
tion to keep books tolerant of ho—
mosexuality out of public schools.
The state of Washington narrowly
defeated a gay rights bill after
Microsoft withdrew its support.
Coincidentally, it was revealed that
former Christian Coalition leader
Ralph Reed is a paid Microsoft
consultant. Another reason to
switch to Apple computers!
Good News: Connecticut be—
came the first state to approve civil
unions for same—sex couples with—
out a court order, though they did
define "marriage" to restrict it to a
man and a woman. The California
Democratic Party unanimously
passed a resolution that calls for
marriage equality for same—sex
couples, and the California
NAACP also passed a resolution
supporting marriage equality for
gays and lesbians.
¥
Last month I blasted Pope John
Paul II and the Catholic Church for
their anti—gay, irrational dogma. In
case you missed the news, John
Paul died, and I make no apologies
for telling the truth about him and
the Catholic Church. The new
pope, Benedict XVI, former Ger—
man Cardinal Joseph Ratziner, will
be even worse. Ratzinger was the
leader of the modern Catholic In—
quisition against liberal Catholic
politicians and theologians. He
wrote the pastoral letter targeting
American Catholic politicians, in—
cluding Democratic presidential
candidate John Kerry, for not us—
ing their governmental positions to
impose Catholic dogma against
birth control, abortion, and gay
rights. It‘s the Dark Ages Part 2!
¥
I hope all of you listen to Air
America Radio on Progressive
Talk 680 AM. Air America Radio
has a gay—supportive cast of hosts,
and at least one out lesbian, Rachel
Maddow. Maddow has a Ph.D. in
political science and is one of the
best progressive liberal radio talk
show personalities. Unfortunately,
Air America Radio replaced her
excellent 8 a.m. program Unfil—
tered with Jerry Springer. Rachel
Maddow has a new program at 5
a.m., which you can download on
www.airamericaradio.com
¥
That‘s enough for this month! Jim
Maynard www.jimmymaynard.com

892 S. Cooper St.
The Log Cabin Republicans are
trying to make peace with the Bush
administration by supporting all of
the conservative Republican
agenda except the anti—gay Federal
Marriage Amendment. Log Cabin
Political Director Christopher
Barron says that it is time for gays
to "get over" the election of Bush
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It‘s only after you‘re more than _
halfway through the movie that
Four extremely beautiful people
you‘ll have to ask yourself exactly
do extremely horrible things to one
why you are watching such a beau—
another in the new DVD Closer,
tifully tragic tale, as Closer is ba—
Mike Nichols‘ pungent adaptation
sically the ickiest, grossest, most
of Patrick Marber‘s play that eas—
dysfunctional parts of all your past
ily marks the Oscar—winning
relationships strung together into
director‘s best
one movie.
work in years.
Ultimately, it
phancaiits + JCh AUE walalk
Anna
(Julia
falls to the four ac—
Roberts) is a
tors to draw you
photographer
deeper into the story;
who specializes
_all succeed rela—
in portraits of
tively, but it‘s Law
strangers; Dan
and Owen whose
(Jude Law) is an
characters will cut
obituary writer
you to the quick.
struggling to be—
Law proves that yet
come a novelist;
again he‘s most
Alice (Natalie
adept at playing
Portman) is an
charming, amoral
AMmaceaf2Gotten Glaber®
American strip—
bastards with ma—
tinie
per freshly ar—
nipulative streaks,
rived in London
and Owen is nothing
after a bad rela—
short of brilliant as
tionship; and Larry (Clive Owen)
the character most turned on by the
is a dermatologist who finds love
energy inherent in destructive re—
under the most unlikely of circum—
lationships — whether he‘s on the
stances.
giving or receiving end.
When their paths cross, it‘s a
dizzying supernova of emotions, as
Shannon Yarbrough lived in
Nichols and Marber adroitly con—
Memphis for six years. He now
struct various scenes out of their
lives in St. Louis, Mo., and is the
lives that pair them again and again
author of the book The Other Side
in various permutations of passion,
of What. Questions or comments?
heartbreak, anger, sadness, ven—
E—mail
Shannon
at
geance, pleading, deception, and
misteryarbs@msn.com.
most importantly, brutal honesty.
You Are Getting Closer —

Wriat

arBOUT
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by Shannon Yarbrough

New releases, sequels, follow—
ups and adaptations. Who was it
that said there is nothing new un—
der the sun? This month I take a
look at Brent Hartinger‘s new
novel, which is a sequel to his
bestseller which I reviewed over a
year ago. Rob Thomas, the lead to
band Matchbox 20, just kicked off
his solo debut. And I‘m finally
catching up on all of those movies
from last fall that Jude Law starred
in. Damn, how many were there?
He‘s been in everything that has
crossed my DVD player lately.
Thank God summer is on its way.
The Order of the
Poison Oak
Brent Hartinger is back with his
follow—up to The Geography Club,
which I inter—
viewed
him
about over a
year ago on this
very page. The
sequel is called
The—Order of
the Poison Oak.
It continues the
_ story of Russel
Middlebrook, a
highschool stu—
dent readers last
met in the pre—
vious
book,
who is near the
end of a very
tra um a tic
s op hom ore
year. He was
outed , and Russel faced up to the
ramifications of that, some of
which continue on in the form of
low—level verbal abuse from other
students.
From the start, it‘s clear that
Russel has a good sense of humor
and that he is strong enough to
weather the ups and downs of his
newly admitted gay status. But that
doesn‘t mean it‘s easy, so he is glad
when summer arrives, and he is
heading off to be a camp counse—
lor with his best friends Min and
Gunnar. He figures they‘ ll goof off,
swim, play games with kids, and
generally have a great time. No one
need ever know he‘s gay. What a
surprise to find out how wrong he
is!
For the first two—week camp ses—
sion, Russel is assigned a cabin of
10—year—old boys, all of whom are
burn survivors. They go on the
rampage almost immediately. At
first Russel is inclined to cut them
far too much slack because he pit—
ies them, but he quickly loses con—
trol. Some of the early laughs in the
book come from his internal
musings about what brats they all
are and how helpless he feels try—

ing to keep them in line. Pity
doesn‘t help; he has to learn to treat
them the same as other kids and
hold them to the same standards.
Meanwhile, he doesn‘t see that
much of Min and Gunnar, but he
does meet one of the other counse—
lors, Web Bastian, who is a real
looker. Unfortunately, Min is also
enamored with Web, and Russel‘s
friendship with Min could be at
risk. In fact, his friendship with
Gunnar suffers some slings and ar—
rows, too, and Russel is at wit‘s
end. Only Otto, another counselor
who attended the camp when he
was younger and is also a burn sur—
vivor, is a steadying force for
Russel.
The story reads very much like
a teenager is narrating it. Hartinger
shares the weaknesses in his well—
written teenage
character as well
as his strengths.
By showing the
discrimination to—
ward both gay
youth and toward
the scarred burn
victims, the author
makes it clear that
any kind of unfair—
ness, any kind of
pain is hard on
kids, and only by
banding together
for support can it
be transcended.
This is a funny,
touching novel
about the contin—
ued growth and
self—awareness
that one young
man attains dur—
ing what should
be
ordinary
summer camp
events, but are
really quite ex—
traordinary ex—
periences.
Russel is the
kind of charac—
ter you wished
you knew in
real life, and
this is a book
that stays with you long after
you‘ ve finished it.

Matchbox 20 (whom I had the plea—
sure of seeing in concert while still
living in Memphis.) Having always
been a fan of theirs, I had to check
out Rob‘s new album. Rob‘s new
hair style says it all, "he is hot!"
And the music ain‘t bad either!
The CD starts off strong with
"This Is How A Heart Breaks." The
song has a catchy beat with an ex—
cellent musical arrangement. The
title track, "Something To Be,"
starts with an eclectic musical intro.
Here Rob sings about a man who
is looking for "something to be"—a
song of pain and the natural need
for machismo—not to mention the
general human need to feel impor—
tant. "Streetcorner Symphony" has —
an excellent guitar intro as well.
This song has a certain feeling not
unlike some songs The Grateful
Dead performed—very soulful and
at the same time very positive. This
is a song that‘s full of hope for
overall inner peace, harmony with
others and an exciting love.
Then of course there‘s the hit
song "Lonely No More." "Lonely
No More" is only the second song
ever on the Adult Top 40 chart to
boast over 1,000 plays in a single
week. It had already reached #1 in
Canada as well as hitting the No 2
spot in the U.S. at Adult Top 40/
Hot AC. The song also hit #13 at
CHR/Pop—and all this before the
CD was even released! WOW! The
CD ends with "Now Comest The
Night." It has a beautiful piano
intro, and this is a beautiful love
song which ends the CD side of the
album in a very touching way.
Note
that this is
a
rela—
tively new
type
of
product
which is
called a

CD. Once
you listen
to
the
songs on
rob thomas
one side
of
the
disc, you
turn it over to watch the DVD!
There‘s some great footage and one
highlight is definitely the behind
. the scenes documentary entitled
Something to Be
"In Session." This shows the re—
Last month I reviewed Lisa
cording and songwriting sessions
Marie Presley‘s new CD called
for the CD. You even get a photo
Now What. It‘s been in my CD
gallery and lyrics! A nice plus. De—
player ever since, until now. Rob
spite the feelings of critics who see
Thomas just released his first solo
this an just—another—band—member—
album entitled Something to Be.
going—solo—to—find—himself album,
And hopefully it is destined to be a
I think this is definitely one you
smash hit for Thomas. You may
will not want to skip by.
know Rob as the curly headed, gor—
geous—eyed lead singer of the group

uys are waiting.
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MFS
By Allen Cook
I was pleased but frankly sur—
prised that Bluff City Sports was
able to have a softball league
this year what with all the cuts
in city services, especially the
parks division.
I guess the fact that the soft—
ball leagues are a "user—paid"
service is what made the differ—
ence.
That being the case, we
should both praise and support
the league‘s and team sponsors.
Budweiser is the league
sponsor.
Team sponsors include Fam—
ily Flavors, Frank Balton Signs,
MGLCC, Paragon Night Club,
RP Tracks, Sowell & Co.,
Young Ave. Deli and Yuletide
Office Plus.
>
A couple of the teams do not

have sponsors, so there are
sponsorship opportunities avail—
able.
For more information,
visit the
Web site at
www.bluffcitysports.net
¥
Another "bear" club has
formed in the Bluff City to re—
place the now—defunct Memphis
Bears. This one is called Blue
Suede Bears and formed at The
Jungle.
So far, they‘ve had a couple
of business meetings — those
pesky boring meetings every
group has to endure to become
an "organization" and, for lack
of a better term, a "pub crawl."
Long—term plans look to the
staging of benefits and such to
assist charities. They plan to es—
tablish the group as a 501(c)3
organization to which folks can

Sheridan Lambe,.

Lcsw

Specializing in

¥ Relationship Counseling
¥ Grief Counseling
¥ Depression/Anxiety Counseling

6263 Poplar Ave ¥ Suite 605
901—761—9178

: PLEASURE TREASURE:
U
i

5128 Navy Road, Suite 201
Millington, TN 38053

(901) 872—0099
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P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111
Fax: (901) 454—1411

Mid—South

The Gay Memphis Resources Directory is printed as a public
service, and its listings are free. Agencies and businesses
listed herein have requested to be listed, but have not been
charged. All phone numbers are area code 901 unless other—
wise noted.
(* Indicates TJN distribution points.)
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart: 2214 Brooks Rd E. = 345—0657.
Cherokee Adult Book Store: 2947 Lamar # 744—7494.
Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791—793 North White Station — =683—
9649
Executive South* — 1847 E. Brooks Rd. = 345—0825
Fantasy Warehouse #4* — 2532 N. Watkins — = 358—8642
Getwell Book Mart: 1275 Getwell = 454—7765.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center: 2432 Summer
= 323—2665.
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd = 396—9050.
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell Rd # 744—4513.
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave. = 373—5760.
BARS / RESTAURANTS
Allusions Entertainment Center*: 3204 N Thomas St. #357—
8383
§
Backstreet*: 2018 Court Street = 276—5522.
Bogie‘s Delicatessen: 2098 La Salle Place = 272—0022.
Buns on the Run*: 2150 Elzey Ave. 38104 = 278—2867
Crossroads*: 111 N. Claybrook # 276—1882.
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
Lorenz/AfterShock*: 1528 Madison # 274—8272.
Madison Flame*: 1588 Madison = 278—0569
Mélange: 948 South Cooper # 276—0002.
Metro Memphis*: 1349 Autumn = 274—8010.
One More*: 2117 Peabody = 278—MORE (6673).
Overstuffed Deli & Caterers: 3003 Airways Blvd. #701 =
396—1969, 3727 South Mendenhall # 362—2989, 7716 Pop—
lar Ave., Germantown = 757—1212.
Paragon Lounge*: 2865 Walnut Grove # 320—0026
P & H Cafe*: 1532 Madison Ave. # 274—9794.
Pumping Station*: 1382 Poplar Ave. = 272—7600..
The Jungle*: 1474 Madison # 278—0521
_..——CARDS & GIFTS
Inz &.Outz*: 553 South Cooper # 728—6535.
Family Flavors: 18 N. McLean # 725—0313
CARPET CARE / CLEANING SERVICES
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: = 726—4211.
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office = 283—1089
King‘s Dogsitting Service: = 283—1089
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or Residential, 24—hr. ser—
vice, free estimates = 327—6165.
COMMUNITY GROUPS
Alliance: Leather/evi club + Box 42174, Memphis 38174.
Aloysius Home, Inc.: (See Friends for Life).
American Gay Atheists (AGA) Memphis: Box 41371, Mem—
phis 38174—1371.
Aphrodite: 3430 Summer Ave, Memphis 38122.
BGALA (Students for Bisexual, Gay & Lesbian Aware—
ness): University of Memphis, c/o BGALA, 2522 Campus
Postal Station, Memphis, TN 38152—2521, e—mail:
bgala@memphis.cc.edu,
website: www.people. memphls edu/~bgala.
Bluff City Sports Association: Box 41074, Memphis 38174
web site: www. bluffcitysports.net.
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League: # 465—4371 — Richard
Andrews.
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian Square Dance Club ®
Meets Thurs., 7 pm Holy Trintiy +685 S. Highland, Memphis
38104 # 272—2116.
Equality Tennessee: P.O. Box 330965, Nashville, TN 37203,
www.equalitytennessee.org.
4F: Leather/Levi group +698 Pope Dr., Bartlett 38112.
First Congregational Church: Worship Service: Sun. 9:30 &
10:00 am, Wed. 6 pm +1000 South Cooper = 278—6786.
First Presbyterian Church: Sun. School, 9:30 am; Coffee &
fellowship, 10:30 am; Worship, 11 am 166 Poplar = 525—
5619.
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/AIDS Service Orga—
nization +1384 Madison, Memphis 38104 # 272—0855 or #
278—AIDS, www.FriendsForLifeCorp.com.
Holy Trinity Community Church*: Worship Service: Sun. 9
& 11 am; Bible study: Wed. 7 pm; 685 S. Highland, Memphis
38111 = 320—9376, e—mail:office@holytrinitymemphis.org.
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues., Healing Service/
Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner, 6:30pm; Meeting 7:30pm + c/o
Calvary Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd # 525—6602.
Jackson Lambda Support Group: Memphis Lambda Center
# 901—427—1500 for information.
Living Word Christian Church: Worship Service Sun. 10 am
& 6pm, Wed. 7 pm +2489 Broad Aver 452—6272
Memphis Area Gay Youth (MAGY): PO Box 241852, Mem—
phis,
TN
38124
=
335—MAGY.
Website:
www.magyonlline.org
Memphls Black Same Gender Loving Alliance: #=274—
0163.
Memphls Center for Reproductive Health: 1462 Poplar Ave
# 274—3550.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Atheists & Humanists (GALAH):
www.geocities.—com/memphisgalah # 327—2677.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center (MGLCC): 892
S Cooper, Memphis 38104 # 278—4297.
Memphis Lesbian & Gay Coalition for Justice (MLGCY):
111 S. Highland, Suite 305, Memphis, TN 38111 # 262—
2702, e—mail: migc/@yahoo.com, www.migcj.org
Memphis Stonewall Democrats:
www.memphisstonewalldemocrats.org, = 327—2677
Mid—South Gay and Lesbian Republicans(MGLR):
groups.yahoo.com/group/MidsouthGLR/

Mid—South Pride: Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, & Transgendered
Pride Events + 111 S. Highland, Suite 261 = 328—6349,
website: www.midsouthpride.org.
Mirror Image: TV/TS support group + clo Barbara Jean
Jasen, Box 11052, Memphis, TN 38111—0052.
Mystic Krewe of Memphis United: 41 S. Century, Memphis,
38111. www.geocities.com/mardigrasmemphis
Mystic Krewe of Pegasus Memphis: a social charitable
organization. 7626 Shelby Woods Cove, Memphis, TN
38125
Open Heart Community of Faith: North end of First Congre—
gational Church,1000 South Cooper, Rev. John Gilmore #
_ 323—3514.
Parents, Families & Friends of Lesbians & Gays (PFLAG): = 761—1444 Website: www.pflagmemphis.org
Parents & Friends of Lesbians & Gays (P—FLAG): Jackson,
TN 38305 = 1—901—664—6614 for information, e—mail:
burtren@aeneas.com
Pink Pistols: e—mail: memphis@pinkpistols.org.
Stonewall Mission Church: A Progressive Christian Church
* Sun. Service 6:30 p.m., meets at the Center, 103 Berry
Rd., Nashville, TN 37204 # (615) 269—3480.
Sunshine Travelers: Meets every other Tuesday at 7 pm at
The Jungle, = 788—4PLA (4752)
Tennessee Leather Tribe: Gay men‘s/women‘s leather org.
1568 Rolling Hills Dr., Memphis, TN 38127—5409
# 357—1921.
The Mid—Towners Bowling League: = 323—3111 — Linda
Etherton, 342—4630 — James Bailey.
Tsarus: Leather—Levi club + Box 41082, Memphis 38174—
1082.
Univ. of Miss. Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Assoc.: GLBA, PO
Box 3541, Univ., MS 38677 = 662—915—7049, email:
glba@olemiss.edu, website: http:/www.olemiss.edu/orgs/
glba.
UT—Martin ALLIES: Campus and community. Alternate Weds.
5 p.m. Info 131F Humanities Bldg., Martin 38238,
neilg@utm.edu = 587—7301.
WAC (Woman‘s Action Coalition): PO Box 1203, 3566
Walker, Memphis 38111 = 678—3339.
COUNSELING SERVICES
Alive Memphis! A Holistic Healing Center,
www.alivememphis.com, Individual & Couples Therapy,
EMDR, Radiant Heart Therapy. = 372—2991, Susan
Taranto; 372—2593, Carol Schlicksup.
Eric Cassius, LP.C., C.H.T.; Hypnotherapy, Individual,
Group, Adolescent, Couples & Family Counseling. Sliding
scale fee available. # 685—5491 for appointment.
Joel Chapman, PhD: 1000 S. Cooper # 844—4357.
Kent D. Fisher, LPC, MAC: Experiential Healing Center,
1713 Lockett Place # 372—0710. EMDR, group, individual,
couples & family therapy.
«Gary Gardia, M.Ed.; LCSW: Midtown location; grief, loss;
Lesbian,Gay & transgender; individuals, couples
# 527—1098.
Anne S. Gillis, MS: Individual, couple & family counseling,
rebirthing = 761—3435.
Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed Psychological Counse—
lor + Simmons, Kelman & Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold Rd,
Ste 316 = 369—6050.
—
Cliff Heegel, PhD: Licensed Psychologist + Centerpoint,
5180 Park Ave. Ste 150 # 767—1066.
Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual & Couple Counseling,
# 761—9178.
Rhonda Manning Hidaji, LCSW: Individual & Couples. Goal—
Oriented Gestalt & Integrative Psychotherapy, Sliding Fee
Scale, Germantown/Cordova area # 757—7706.
Joseph Robert Pfeiffer, LCSW: = 578—9107.
M. Todd Puckett, MS, LPC: Personal Enhancement Coach—
ing. +5050 Poplar Ave., Suite 2400 = 844—6228.
J. Kent Usry, M.Div., MAC, LCSW: Counseling Individuals,
Couples, Children, & Families. Specialties: Trauma, Addic—
tions, Grief & Sexuality. Sliding Fee Scale. = 491—8632.
Kathryn T. Vullo, PhD: Licensed Clinical Psychologist, LLC
©8590 Farminton Blvd., Ste. 3,G‘twn, 670 Colonial Rd., Ste.
1, Mphs. = 848—6666, www.inter—personalnet.com.
DENTAL SERVICES
William N. Castle, D.D.S.: Dentist +79 North Cooper = 685—
5008.
FINANCIAL SERVICES
Ronnie Bingham, CPA: Taxes, accounting, estate planning
# 753—1413.
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax Service:
# 458—0152.
Karen B. Shea: Financial Consultant, Smith Barney Inc.,
1661 International Dr., Ste. 200 # 818—4134, 800—227—
4146, fax: 818—4233.
Sarah A. Washington: Investment Advisor = 466—3588,
website: www.lpl.com/sarah.washington, e—mail: sarah.
washington @lpl.com.
FLORISTS
Botanica: 3092 Poplar, # 458—1929.
Park East Florist: 6005 Park # 761—2980.
GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
ABC/A2Z: Digital Photography/Videography. By Appoint
ment # 377—7701.
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7 # 278—5002.
It‘s Done!: Typing, word processing/printing service—resumés,
thesis, manuscripts, etc. = 795—4308.
Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485 # 454—1411.
RK Photo: Black & white photography, processing & printing
services. Full color post card advertising. Call # 452—2766
or e—mail: btag69a@prodigy.com.
See—S: Portraits & photography # 327—3760.
Silva Piano Studio: Private piano instruction, begginner to
highly advanced #278—1384
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Affirmation: # (708) 733—9590.
Gay & Lesbian Helpline: = 1—888—340—GLBT (Mon.—Fri., 5—

Community

Resources

10pm, Sat.—Sun., 4—9pm).
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: = 1—800—285—7431 (24 hr. help &
information for Lesbians, Gays, transvestites & transexuals).
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: = 1—800—347—TEEN (Thu.—
Sun., 7pm—11:45pm.).
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: = 278—4297 +24—hrs.
LINC: = 415—2700.
Memphis Sexual Assault Resource Center: # 272—2020
Narcotics Anonymous: = 276—LIVE.
Peer Listening: Youth—staffed GLBT youth hotline (Mon.—Fri.,
3—9pm) = 1—800—399—PEER.
Suicide & Crisis Intervention: # 274—7477.
Transvestite—Transexual National Hotline: = (617) 899—
2212 (8—2am, Mon.—Sat.).
LEGAL SERVICES
Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney at Law: 1014 S. Crockett Rd.,
Senatobia, MS 38668 # (662) 562—5949, (662) 292—0823 or
(662) 292—0046..
Deborah K. Brooks, Attorney at Law: 200 Jefferson Ave. #
529—8888.
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney at Law: 266 So. Front St., Ste.
206 = 527—7701.
Robert Ross, Attorney at Law: 100 N. Main, Ste 3310 #=525—
0417.
Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney at Law: 5118 Park , Ste 232,
# 684—1332.
LODGING
French Quarter Suites*: 2144 Madison = 523—8912.
Hampton Inn & Suites: 962 S. Shady Grove, Group Sales—
Events Coordinator: E. Ryan Dougherty = 762—0056.
MASSAGE SERVICES
ABC A Bodywise Company Guesthouse: Relaxing therapeutic, full—body massage/sports massage. By appoint
ment. = 377—7701.
Mike Warkentin, LMT: By appt. = 218—0669. Inbalance
Fitness, 794 S. Cooper
Stephen Pair: Sports, therapeutic, relaxing, Swedish mas—
sage # 277—1705, stephenpair@aol.com
Tom Pitman: Swedish/Deep tissue — Hot stone massage
# 761—7977. e—mail: tompitmanmemphis@yahoo.com
MEDIA
Family & Friends: Free monthly magazine + Box 771948,
Memphis 38177—1948, = 682—2669, Fax: 685—2234, email:
FamilyMag@aol.com,
Triangle Journal News: Free monthly newspaper published
by Printers Ink + Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—0485 = 454—
1411, Fax: 454—1411 51%, email: memphisTJN@aol.com,
website: www.memphistrianglejournal.com.
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
Antique Warehouse*: 2563 Summer # 323—0600.
Balnea Blue Hair Salon: 2111 Madison = 726—0090.
Bereavement Express: A unique way to express your sym—
pathy to family, friends, co—workers, clients. = 578—9107;
www.LandscapesPublishing.com
Christian Funeral Directors: 2615 Overton Crossing
= 358—0062

Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper = 725—0521.
DJ Services: breakbeatkid69@hotmail.com.
DiversityBuilder: Free Professional Gay Referrals, Box
3614, Brentwood, TN 37024 # 615—794—5047, email:
info@diversitybuilder. com, www.diversitybuilder.com
Doing Business In Memphis: A Sales Leads Directory
www.memphisbusiness.com.
Girls Work: Incudes: House Doctors, Intimate Occasions,
Lunch to Go, BasketGrams & Everyday Services = 276—
1935,
email:
griswrk@hotmail.com,
http://
www.webspawner.com/users/girlswork/index.html.
Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation & meditation classes =
682—0855.
Bonnie‘s Doggie Day Care: 885 S. Cooper, = 726—1300.
Love Song Greeting Cards: Specializing in greeting cards
for lovers only +P.0. Box 676, Horn Lake, MS 38637—2165.
McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales, service & repair, Heat—
ing & A/C. +1447 National, = 327—6887, 327—7395.
Memphis Paranormal Investigation Team: http://
hometown.aol.com/paranormal38111/ghost.html.
Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.*: Antiques, Art, Painted
& Unusual Furnishings +2228 Central = 725—0049.
Midtown House Cleaning Service: 15yr. exp., ref., onsight
est., += 274—0281 evenings or weekends.
Mr. Scruff‘s Pet Care: Pet sitting = 725—9216.
Paggios for Hair Salon: = 274—3944.
Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or house sitting by
competent, caring couple # 726—6198.
Professional Pest Management: = 327—8400
TNT Painting: Tom Rowe & Trent Gatewood # 503—8376 or
649—3270.
Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring in the Gay and —Lesbian Commu—
nity, 4646 Poplar # 682—2170.
Vantek: Internet Services + Box 11187, Memphis 38111—
0187 # 324—4999, e—mail: viadmin@vantek.net.
www.
Professional magicians,live
animals, clowns, balloon artists, face painter, DJs, pony
rides & illusionists—fund raisers = 358—7258—Nicholas
Toombs.
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney Developments: 194
Looney Ave. = 525—3044.
Brian Clanton, The Carter Group: 1908 Exeter, Ste. 2,
Germantown = 753—7222, 458—3852.
Joanna Johnson, Realtor, Clay Johnson Realty: 757—B
West Poplar Ave. = 853—0237.
Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Woodland Realty: = 377—
1057.
Steve Solomon, Broker, Sowell & Company: 54 S. Cooper
# 278—4380.
Randy Wilder, Affiliate Broker, Sowell & Company: 54 S.
Cooper # 278—4380.
TRAVEL
Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise Travel Agency,
Sherman Perkins, 52 N. Second # 525—5302.
Travel Customized by Jean Morris: Member International
Gay & Lesbian Travel Association # 465—2936.
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Calendar Listings in Bold type take
place at GLBT venues or are
specifically GLBT—related.
Calendar Listings in non—bold type take
place at GLBT—friendly venues or are of
interest to the GLBT community

REGULAR WEEKLY ACTIVITIES
SUNDAY CHURCH SERVICES
* Open Heart Community of Faith — Bible Study & Worship
Celebration — North End of First Congregational (1000
South Coooper) — (901) $28—3514 — Jam
* Holy Trinity Community Church — Sunday School
and Holy Worship Service & Children‘s Church —
(901) 320—9376 — office@holytrinitymemphis.org —
9:45am and 11am
* First Congregational Church — Sunday School, Café Congo,
and Worship Service — (901) 278—6786 — 9:30am, 10am, and
10:30am
:
* Prescott Church — Sunday School & Worship Service — (901)
327—8479 — 9:30am & 10:45am —
—
* Living Word Christian Church — Morning and
Evening Worship Services — (901) 452—6272 — 10am
and 6pm
WEDNESDAY CHURCH SERVICES
* Taizé — First Congregational Church — (901) 278—6786 — 6pm
* Holy Trinity Community Church — Fellowship Supper
and Bible Study — (901) 320—9876 —
office@holytrinitymemphis.org — 6pm & 7pm
* Living Word Christian Church — Worship Service — (901)
452—6272 — "pm

* Open Heart Community of Faith — "A Course in Miracles" —
Study Group — North End of First Congregational (1000
South Cooper) — (901) $28—3514 — 7:30pm
SUNDAYS
* Softball — Toby Fields (Central and Hollywood) — 1pm
* Sunday Afternoon at the Gaiety (GLBT—themed films),
MGLCC — spm
* Tea Dance — Metro — 4pm
* Brothers & Sisters Bowling League — Winchester Bowl —
(901) 722—5236 or MemphisGayBowlin@aol.com — 6pm
e Pool Tournament — Pumping Station — 6pm
* AA Meeting — Community Center — 278—4297 — 8pm
* Sissy Bingo — Crossroads — 8pm
* After Park Set Sundays — Paragon — 9pm
* Queer As Folk — Metro — 9pm
* Lights Out, Everything Goes — J—Wag‘s — 10pm
* Drag Show — Backstreet — 11pm
MONDAYS
* Monday Night at the Movies — Sponsored by Holy Trinity
Community Church — Bartlett Cinema 10 — 6:45pm —
Details at www.HolyTrinityMemphis.org
* Plus Support Group — Community Center — (901) 278—

4297 — 7:30pm
* Pool Tournament — The Jungle — 7:30pm
* Dart Tournaments — One More, Pumping Station — spm
* Karaoke Night — Metro— 10pm
TUESDAYS
* Women‘s Rugby Practice — Audubon Park — 6:30pm
* The Caring Group — Relaxation and de—stressing by subtle
energy practices — Holy Trinity Community Church — (901)
320—9376 — pm
* Lesbians with Breast Cancer — Support Group — YWCA
(766 South Highland) — 7pm
* Singles Dart Tournament — Crossroads — 7:45pm
* Pool Tournament — One More — 8:30pm
* Karaoke Night — Metro — 10pm
* Karaoke Night — J—Wag‘s — 11pm

*
*
*
*

WEDNESDAYS
Frontrunners 3—mile run, Overton’W
Dart Tournament — The Jungle — 7:30pm
Partners Dart Tournament — Crossroads — 8pm
Lights Out — Come Party in the Dark — Metro
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* Karaoke — Paragon — 9pm
* Karaoke Night — Allusions
Entertainment Center — 9:30—
11:30pm
* Star Karaoke — Crossroads —
10pm

THURSDAYS
* Cotton Pickin‘ Squares — Holy
Trinity Community Church —
(901) 438—2427 — 7:30pm
* Dart Tournament — J—Wag‘s —
8pm

Larry Timmerman

* Amateur Show — Metro —
11:30pm

f Welcome

Worship Service
11:00AM

mam N 38111
Phone: 901—320—9376
Website Address: www.holytrinitymemphis.org
Email Addresses:
Church Office: office@holytrinitymemphis.org
Pastor: Minister@holytrinitymemphis.org

Bill Johns

Antique Warehouse #¥lall

|
f

2563 Summer Avenue
Memphis, TN 38112

Wednesday Night
Study
7:00PM
Thursday Evenings
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares

HOLY TRINITY COMMUNITY CHURCH
THE REV. TIMOTHY MEADOWS, M.DIV., PASTOR

(901)323—0600
AUNTIQMEM@AOL.COM

FRIDAYS
* First Congo Films — First Congregational Church — (901)
278—6786 — 7pm & 9pm

Members ofAmerican Cut Glass Association
We Buy and Sell Estates

* MGLCC Coffeehouse Nights — Community Center —

(901) 320—9376 — 8pm
* Karaoke — One More — spm
* Pool Tournament — Crossroads — 8pm
* Ladies Night — Allusions Entertainment Center — 10pm
* Late Nite Beer Bust — Pumping Station — 10pm
* Drag Show — Backstreet — Midnight
* Drag Show — Crossroads — Midnight
* Drag Show — J—Wag‘s — sam

8. Metro Memphis
9. One More

(Union and Riverside), Jam

10. P & H Cafe*

Greenbelt
Park on Mud Island — Jam
* Live and Let Live on Cooper St. — MGLCC — 278—
1297 — 7 pm
* Pool Tournament — J—Wag‘s — 9pm
* Drag Shows — Crossroads — Midnight, — Allusions
Entertainment Center — 10:30pm & 12:15pm
* Women‘s Rugby Practice, Harbortown

11. Paragon Lounge
12. Pumping Station

Bellevue

SATURDAYS
* Frontrunners 2—mile run, The Pier parking lot

13. The Jungle
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Clubs and Restaurants
1. Backstreet
2. Bogie‘s Delicatessen
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of Interest
2nd Street
L
Aloysius Home
3rd Street
Circuit Playhouse
Dabbles
4th Street
Friends for Life
Inz & Outz
Danny Thomas Blvd
MGLCC
Playhouse on the Square |#
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Front Street

Marne St.
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Join our patient family and receive a FREE TAKE HOME WHITENING KIT
x—rays.
(a $365 value) with your new patient exam, cleaning and necessary
{(Offer valid for 30 days)
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Zoom!

Call

1

today about ZOOM!

hour whitening

and Invisalign

teeth straightening with no wire braces.
#
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